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ØSystems are rarely properly commissioned

ØBuildings are not always properly maintained

ØUse of Buildings can change over time







WHAT SIMPLE THING CAN WE 
DO TO IMPROVE BUILDING 
TECHNOLOGY OUTCOMES?



ØBreakdown knowledge silos.

ØGive customers the knowledge to ask better questions

ØWhy? Improve the quality of RFP documents

ØWhy? Improve the chances of driving successful projects

ØCustomers will see the benefit of building technology







- What are the problems this smart building project will help solve?- What value will it deliver to our business?

- Optimize space- Improve our tenant’s experience

1 OF 7
KEY PROJECT GOALS & VALUE 
PROPOSITION



2 0F 7
INITIAL ACTIONS

- Which actions are most important and in what order should they be 
performed?- Which existing building/business systems may need to be integrated?

- In order to optimize our space we need to measure occupancy utilization.- Air quality is now a key tenant concern so we need to monitor CO2 levels.



3 0F 7
PARTNERSHIPS & RESOURCES

- How do we select the right partners?- How will we make sure we are not “locked-in” to one vendor ecosystem?

- In order to select the right occupancy analytics vendor, we need a detailed 
RFP document.- Engage a specialist to help us define our building’s use cases and 
communicate them to all stakeholders.
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COST & RISK
- Cost Scalability. CAPEX/OPEX. Should we defer CAPEX at least until tenants 

take space?- Have we adequately considered Cyber Security and mitigated all associated 
risks?

- Consider vendors who offer Pay As You Lease models.- Ensure vendor hardware or software have been tested and validated to 
current Cyber Security standards.



5 0F 7
MANAGEMENT & DELIVERY

- Can we put sufficient processes in place to ensure proper installation, 
integration & commissioning of the technology?- Does a Master Systems Integrator or Smart Building Consultant need to be 
engaged to ensure effective delivery?

- Engage a consultant during the design phase to advise on system architecture 
and write the RFP Documents.
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FUTURE PROOFING
- How do we ensure that our investment in technology does not become 

obsolete too quickly?- Which systems (legacy or future) should the project interface or integrate 
with? (i.e. interoperability).

- Ensure that partners are contractually required to adhere to open data 
standards.



7 0F 7
KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
- What values or metrics will be used to measure the success of our project?- When, and with what frequency will they be measured, and which are the 

most important?

- Rental Yield Increased by X%- Tenant satisfaction increased by Y%
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WE LOVE QUESTIONS 
& FEEDBACK!


